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Abstract: Hydrogels and elastomers are being integrated to make stretchable, transparent,
electromechanical devices. In such a device, a dielectric elastomer functions as an electric
insulator, and a salt-containing hydrogel functions as an electric conductor. Here we report

lP

several experimental observations associated with electric field concentration along the edges of
the hydrogels. We apply cyclic voltage to a large number of samples, and record the numbers of
cycles when the elastomer suffers electric breakdown. In most samples, the elastomer breaks
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down at the edges of the hydrogels. Before the elastomer breaks down, we observe salting out,
localized heating, and plasma along the edges of the hydrogels. These observations are
consistent with the hypothesis that the concentrated electric field at the edges of the hydrogels
breaks down the air when the elastomer is intact. Remarkably, the breakdown of air makes the
electric field less concentrated, and protects the elastomer. When the sample is coated with an
elastomer, air no longer breaks down, but the elastomer breaks down at a reduced applied

Jo

voltage. We discuss the significance of these observations in applications.
Keywords: hydrogel-elastomer devices; dielectric elastomers; hydrogels; electric field
concentration; localized heating; salting out.
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Introduction
When a membrane of a dielectric elastomer sandwiched between two compliant
electrodes is subject to a voltage, charges of opposite polarities accumulate on two sides of the
elastomer, resulting in the reduction of thickness and expansion of area (1). This
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electromechanical transduction has a unique combination of attributes, such as large
deformation, fast response, high efficiency, low cost, and light weight (2), and has enabled many
devices (3–5). Examples include prosthetic devices (3,6), haptic devices (7,8), soft robots (1,6,9),
tunable optics (10,11), sensors (12), and energy harvesters (1,13).

Hydrogels have recently been used as the compliant electrodes (10). A hydrogel is an
aggregate of water molecules and a sparse polymer network. Water molecules make the

re-

hydrogel liquid-like and optically transparent, while the polymer network makes the hydrogel
solid-like and elastically stretchable. Furthermore, the water molecules in the hydrogel can host
ions to achieve conductivity up to 10 S/m (14). The integration of hydrogels and elastomers has

lP

enabled many devices called hydrogel ionotronics (15) or stretchable ionics (16). Examples
include transparent loudspeaker (10), ionic skin (12), artificial axon (17), stretchable
electroluminescence (18,19), stretchable touchpad (20), and transparent membrane for active
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noise cancelation (21). In these devices, hydrogels function as stretchable, transparent, ionic
conductors, while elastomers function as stretchable, transparent dielectrics.
These promising demonstrations raise an immediate question: what is the reliability of
hydrogel-elastomer devices under high voltage over many cycles? Here we report several
observations associated with electric field concentration along the edges of the hydrogels. We
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make each sample by sandwiching a membrane of dielectric elastomer between two membranes
of salt-containing hydrogels. When the two hydrogels are subject to a high voltage, the edges of
the hydrogels concentrate electric field. We apply cyclic voltage of prescribed amplitude and
frequency to a large number of samples, and record the numbers of cycles when the elastomer
suffers electric breakdown. In most samples, the elastomer breaks down at the edges of the
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hydrogels (i.e. the regions outside of the area covered with electrode). Before the elastomer
breaks down, we observe salting out, localized heating, and plasma along the edges of the
hydrogels. These observations support the hypothesis that air breaks down when the elastomer
is intact. When the device is coated with an elastomer, air no longer breaks down, but the
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elastomer breaks down at a reduced applied voltage. We discuss the significance of these
observations for hydrogel-elastomer devices.
Results and discussion

We fabricate a device by sandwiching a layer of elastomer between two layers of
hydrogels (Fig. 1a). The elastomer is prestretched and fastened on a rigid frame. The two
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hydrogels are connected to top and bottom metallic electrodes fixed on the rigid frame. The
hydrogels containing ions are electric conductors, and the elastomer is an electric insulator.
When a voltage is applied between the two metallic electrodes, electric field vanishes in the

lP

hydrogels, but builds up in the elastomer and air (Fig. 1b). Within the area covered by the
hydrogels, the electric field lines are straight and uniform in the elastomer, and are negligible in
the air. At the edges of the hydrogels, the electric field lines are curved and concentrated, both in
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the elastomer and in the air. The electric field lines are perpendicular to the surface of the
conductors, i.e., the hydrogels.

We use a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) elastomer as the stretchable transparent
dielectric, and a polyacrylamide (PAAm) hydrogel containing lithium chloride (LiCl) as the
stretchable transparent conductor. LiCl is the most hydroscopic salt used in hydrogel-elastomer
devices (14). Hydrogels are connected to voltage source through top and bottom electrodes,
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which are aluminum foils. The rigid frame is made of acrylic sheet. Because both the PDMS
elastomer and the PAAm hydrogel are transparent, the device is also transparent (Fig. 1c). The
diameter of the stretched elastomer film is 5 cm and the diameter of PAAm hydrogel is 2 cm.
Unless otherwise specified, the thickness of the unstretched elastomer is 250 µm. After an equal
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biaxial stretch of 1.2, the thickness reduces to ~173 µm. The thickness of PAAm hydrogel is
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500 µm.
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Figure 1. Experimental set up. a) Schematic top view of a hydrogel-elastomer device. A
membrane of a dielectric elastomer is prestretched and fastened onto a rigid frame. Two circular
membranes of hydrogels are attached on both sides of the elastomer and are connected, via two
lines of hydrogels, to top and bottom metallic electrodes fixed on the rigid frame. b) Schematic
side view of the device. When a voltage is applied between the two metallic electrodes, electric
field concentrates at the edges of the hydrogels. c) A photo of a hydrogel-elastomer device.
We first study the effect of electric field concentration on the lifetime of the device. We
use the PAAm hydrogels containing various concentrations of LiCl. To minimize the effects of
ambient humidity, we conduct the experiments inside a chamber and control the interior
humidity by placing a tank of LiCl solution of the same concentration as that in the
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hydrogel (Fig. S1). The interior humidity is controlled by placing a tank of LiCl solution of the
same concentration as that in the hydrogel. If carbon grease electrode is used, the concentration
of LiCl is fixed at 8 mol/L. The humidity is approximately 88% for 1 mol/L, 80% for 4 mol/L,
52% for 8 mol/L and 32% for 12 mol/L LiCl solution. We apply a sinusoidal voltage of frequency
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1 kHz. This frequency is chosen to optimize overall measurement time. The areal strain is less
than 5% and the change of electric field due to areal strain is neglected. We measure the
breakdown voltage by ramping up the amplitude of the sinusoidal voltage at a rate of 300 V/s
speed. Then we apply voltage of the same frequency and a prescribed amplitude to many
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samples. When breakdown occurs, a small pinhole is observed on the elastomer. Dielectric
elastomer is pre-stretched thus sample can tear, but this is not observed in all of the
experiments. If the elastomer of a sample breaks down within 10 minutes, we plot the data point
in the diagram with the axis of the amplitude of voltage and the number of cycles to breakdown
(Fig. 2). If the elastomer of a sample does not break down in 10 minutes, the experiment is then
terminated and the result is represented as an arrow in the diagram. Also included in the
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diagram are data of breakdown measured by applying voltage with ramping amplitude.
Both the breakdown voltage measured using ramping voltage and the number of cycles
to breakdown measured using cyclic voltage of prescribed amplitude have large statistical

lP

scatter for all concentrations of LiCl. For most samples, the elastomer breaks down at the edges
of the hydrogels (94% for PAAm samples with 1 mol/L LiCl, 100% for PAAm samples with
4 mol/L LiCl, 67% for PAAm samples with 8 mol/L LiCl and 81% for PAAm samples with
Longer lifetime is obtained at lower voltage. Samples with lower LiCl
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12 mol/L LiCl).

concentration tends to have shorter lifetime. The relative humidity is higher when the
concentration LiCl solution is lower (Fig. S1). For comparison, the diagram also includes the
data for samples using carbon grease as the compliant electrodes. The lifetime of carbon grease
driven devices is also noisy and 97% devices break down on the edges. These results confirm
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that the edges of the electrodes (both the hydrogel and the carbon grease) concentrate the
electric field, and cause the elastomer to breakdown at the edges of the electrodes.
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Figure 2. Endurance of hydrogel-elastomer devices. Each data point represents a sample
subject to cyclic voltage of prescribed amplitude and frequency, when the elastomer breaks
down after some number of cycles. An arrow on a data point means that the sample has not
broken down when the measurement is terminated. Unfilled symbols represent the breakdown
of the elastomer at the edges of the compliant electrodes, and filled symbols represent the
breakdown of the elastomer in the middle of the compliant electrodes. Also included along the
vertical axis are the breakdown voltages measured under ramping voltage. This diagram
contains the data for a total of 160 samples.
We next study the effect of field concentration before electric breakdown. We observe
that the LiCl in the hydrogels precipitates out during the experiment (Fig. 3a). We call this
phenomenon salting out. Before the cyclic voltage is applied, LiCl fully dissolves in the hydrogels
and the hydrogels are transparent. After we apply a sinusoidal voltage of frequency 1 kHz and
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amplitude 10680 V for 5 minutes, certain areas of the hydrogels, especially at the edges, turn
white due to the precipitation of LiCl. The elastomer around the electrodes after experiment also
gets opaque because of appearing cracks on the elastomers. The surrounding cracks might be
caused by corona discharge due to the roughness of the hydrogels (22). After 10 minutes of
experiment, more pronounced salting out is observed with the precipitation area approaching
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more toward the interior. After the voltage is switched off for 1 hour, the hygroscopic LiCl
absorbs water from the ambient and dissolves in the hydrogels again, so that the hydrogels
regain transparency.
We use a thermal camera (FLIR TG165) to monitor the device (Fig. 3b). Before
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experiment, temperature of the device is similar to that of ambient environment. The highest
temperature measured is 21.9oC, approximately the room temperature. After the voltage is
applied for 5 minutes, the areas along the edges of the hydrogels show higher temperature than
the rest of areas. At this stage, the highest temperature is measured to be 50.1oC. After
10 minutes, the local temperature further increases with the highest temperature reaching
66.6oC. Subsequently, we switch off the voltage. After 1 hour, the temperature of the device

re-

recovers to room temperature. We conclude that it is the local heating that causes the hydrogels
to lose water, which then results in salting out. We verify that the hydrogels containing 8 mol/L
LiCl dry out at 65oC (Fig. S2). We confirm that local heating also occurs for samples driven by
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carbon grease (Fig. S3). The oil of carbon grease does not have noticeable drying out. However,
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for other types of carbon grease, increase in temperature causes the electrodes to flow (Fig. S4 a).
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Figure 3. Salting out and localized heating. a) Images showing the evolution of the salting out
process of a PDMS driven by PAAm hydrogels containing 8 mol/L LiCl under applied voltage of
amplitude 10680 V and frequency 1 kHz. b) Corresponding thermal images. The highest local
temperature reaches 66.6oC after 10 minutes of experiment.
We further study the effects of frequency and amplitude of applied voltage on salting out
and localized heating. When the amplitude of applied voltage is fixed at 10680 V and the
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experimental time is set to be 10 minutes, salting out becomes more and more pronounced as
the frequency increases from 0.5 kHz to 1 kHz (Fig. S5). Similarly, higher amplitude of applied
voltage leads to higher local temperature thus more pronounced salting out (Fig. S6).
What causes salting out and localized heating? The electric breakdown strength of the air
is much smaller than that of the elastomer. We hypothesize that the electric field concentrated at

Jo

the edges of the hydrogels cause the air breakdown when the elastomer is still intact (Fig. 4a).
We test this hypothesis by applying cyclic voltage to samples placed in a dark room. We see
purple light along the edges of the hydrogels (Fig. 4b). We surmise that the plasma is caused by
air breakdown, which causes salting out and localized heating. We also observe plasma when
carbon grease is used as electrodes (Fig. S4b).
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To further test the hypothesis of air breakdown, we coat the hydrogel-elastomer device
with a thin layer of PDMS elastomer (Fig. 4c). No plasma is observed prior to elastomer
breakdown. The elastomer in coated samples breaks down at a voltage lower than the elastomer
in uncoated samples (Fig. 4d). We interpret this experimental finding as follows.

It is
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reasonable to approximate the plasma as an electric conductor, so that the electric field inside
the plasma vanishes, and the electric field outside the plasma approaches the plasma
perpendicularly. The size scale of the plasma is larger than the thickness of the hydrogel. Once
air breaks down, the electric field nearby is limited by the breakdown electric field of the air,
which is much below the breakdown field of the elastomer. Consequently, the air breakdown
alleviates field concentration, and increases the voltage to breakdown the elastomer. We further

re-

vary the thickness of hydrogels between 250 µm and 1.5 mm, but the breakdown voltage does
not show obvious dependence on the thickness (Fig. 4e). In all cases, when the devices are
coated with elastomer, the breakdown voltage of the devices drops significantly. Similar

lP

behavior is observed when carbon grease is used. These results further support that the
breakdown of air protects the devices.

We note that discrepant observation that encapsulation leads to the decrease of
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breakdown voltage in dielectric elastomer actuator has been reported in previous study (23). We
attribute the discrepancy to two differences. Firstly, salt-containing hydrogel which is ionically
conductive and contains a lot of water is used in this work, while electronic conductors (e.g.
graphite power) is used in previous work. Secondly, the thickness of hydrogel electrode (500
µm) is much larger than that of graphite electrode (less then ~10 µm (24)), so that the influence

Jo

of electric field concentration can be more pronounced.
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Figure 4. Hydrogel plasma. a) Schematic of an uncoated device. Air breaks down at the edges
of hydrogels, creating plasma. b) Subject to cyclic voltage, a plasma of purple light is produced
along the edges of the hydrogels. c) Schematic of an elastomer-coated device. Air no longer
breaks down, but the electric field concentrates in the elastomer. d) Photo of the device after the
elastomer breaks down. All coated samples break down at the edge. e) Comparison of
breakdown voltage in coated and uncoated samples using various electrodes. At least 4 samples
of one composition are used for each experiment.
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Concluding remarks
In summary, we have studied the electric field concentration in hydrogel-elastomer
devices. We show that the lifetime has large statistical scatter. The field concentration causes the
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elastomer in the devices to break down mostly at the edges of the hydrogels. Prior to elastomer
breakdown, air breaks down along the edges of hydrogels, causing salting out, localized heating,
and plasma. Given that LiCl is among the best hygroscopic salt used for hydrogels, one should
take into account of salting out and localized heating when the amplitude of applied voltage is
large, frequency of applied voltage is high, or the work time is long. Compared to hydrogels,
ionogels containing ionic liquid can operate stably at high temperature (>100oC) or even under

re-

vacuum (25,26), providing an alternative to achieve soft, stretchable and transparent actuators
without the concerns of drying out. Electric field concentration is generic for all electrical
devices and has numerous well-established applications, including lightening rod, ozone

lP

production, and sanitization of water. Recently, electric field concentration has enabled a new
concept of airplane with no moving parts and solid-state propulsion (27). The field
concentration in hydrogel-elastomer devices opens doors for new applications. For example,
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compared to conventional electrical devices, hydrogel-elastomer devices are soft and
biocompatible. The field concentration of these devices can be used for tissue engineering such
as non-invasive cell manipulation and on-demand reconstruction of artificial tissues (28). In
addition, the amplification of electric field reduces the working voltage in voltage-driven devices,
e.g. electroluminescent displays and liquid-crystal displays (29). Furthermore, localized heating

Jo

and the salting out are built-in indicators for the safe operation of the devices.
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Experimental section
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Synthesis of PAAm hydrogels

2 mol/L acrylamide (AAm, Sigma-Aldrich, A8887) solution is prepared. For every 1 ml of
the solution, we add 4 µL 0.1 mol/L crosslinking agent, N,N’ methylenebisacrylamide (MBAA,
Sigma-Aldrich, 146072), and 20 µL 0.1 mol/L photoinitiator, α-ketoglutamate acid (α-keto,
Sigma-Aldrich, 75890). Lithium chloride (LiCl, Sigma-Aldrich, 746460) is added to yield
precursors with different LiCl concentrations: 1 mol/L, 4 mol/L, 8 mol/L and 12 mol/L. The
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precursor is cast in 160 × 160 × 0.5 mm3 glass mold and cured for 1 hour under a 15 W bench
UV Lamp (XX-15, UVP) at a dose rate of 30 mW/cm2 at 365 nm in room temperature. Circular
shaped electrodes with thin lines are cut out from the cured hydrogel film, using a laser

Preparation of elastomer

lP

cutter (Helix 75W laser cutter, LZR-010).
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Two parts of silicone rubber (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning), base and curing agent, are
mixed in recommended ratio of 10:1. The mixture is cast into a 100 × 100 × 0.250 mm3 mold
and cured for 4 hours, at 65 degree Celsius. After curing, the elastomer film is removed from the
mold, stretched by 20% strain biaxially, and fixed on a rigid acrylic frame (Fig. 1).

Jo

Humidity control

We make a humidity chamber to control the relative humidity during the experiments.
We cut acrylic sheets using laser cutter and glue them to form a chamber of dimensions
30 × 16 × 15 cm3. Humidity equilibrium in the chamber is tested by placing a tank of 100 mL
LiCl solution inside of the chamber (Fig. S1d) and monitoring humidity change in 24 hours
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using a humidometer. The lifetime measurements are carried out when the humidity inside the
chamber reaches equilibrium.

Fabrication of devices

pro
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A device is made by placing a layer of elastomer between two layers of electrodes. Two
types of electrodes are used: carbon grease (CG, MG Chemicals, #846-80G), which is stenciled
on both sides of elastomer, and polyacrylamide (PAAm) hydrogel containing LiCl. Electrodes are
linked through thin electrode lines to two aluminum foils placed on top and bottom of the
acrylic frame. For the coated samples, we dip coat the electrodes with the precursor of silicone
elastomer (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning), base and curing agent are mixed in recommended ratio

re-

of 10:1, and cure at room temperature overnight. During testing, the two aluminum foils are
connected to a high voltage amplifier (Trek, 30/20A), which amplifies the input voltage

Thermal and optical images

lP

generated by a waveform generator (KEYSIGHT, 33500B) with an amplification factor of 3000.

Thermal images are taken using Flir TG165 imaging IR thermometer with 80 × 60
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resolution and accuracy of ±1.5%. When a sample is subject to cyclic voltage, the thermal camera
is pointed at the hottest spot of the sample. The number at the left top indicates the hottest
temperature in that thermal image. Optical images are taken using a digital camera (Canon
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Ds126321).
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